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EP: An inspiring presentation. Thank you 

sc: Jo Homans will be on the live panel to answer questions this afternoon. If you have questions 
please post here and we will put them to her on the panel. 

sc: Or you can ask them at the panel 

sc: https://www.theorchardproject.org.uk/events/level-2-award-in-forest-gardening/ 

sc: Thanks for questions we will add these to questions on the panel session this afternoon 

YP: thanks you! 

YP: Lovely to see all those trees and plants in the city 

YP: How do you germinate the toona seeds? I couldn't with many attempts 

Mv: thank you Jo, very interesting to see, I am currently working on a cirty gardening project as well 
here in the Netherlands! 

JB: Very inspiring. I enjoyed visiting many years ago. Especailly liked hearing about your work with 
young people. 

MH: Ah, can you post these websites ^^ 

MH: thanks! 

TB: Hello from the sunny city of Utrecht in the Netherlands to everyone ! 

TB: https://www.theorchardproject.org.uk/ 

TB: Thank you for your great work Jo and for sharing this presentation ! 

AA: Lovely to have a chance to see what you've been doing Jo! 

AA: So many familiar faces! 

AA: Fantastic impact Jo! :) 

JS: Hello Jo - Great to get so much of your work in short time!!! Lovely, amazing and very 
encouraging! 

JS: Great to see this all in full bloom! It was so inspiring and lovely to visit you and now to see how 
you keep developing it and how you spread the knowledge and experience!!!! 

GN: Thankyou. Fascinating presentation regarding a very beautiful community garden work in 
London which was not previously aware of. Must dig deeper:) 

GN: Wow such diversity! 

JH: eh Aranya! 

JH: Thanks for all these lovely comments. I'm doing the q&a at 4. Pesto is not a 'proper' recipe. Just 
blend leaves of each with garlic, oil, seasoning, some kind of nut 

Kv: @Jo, do you have a method to reduce lead contamination in the soil? 

LB: I also have a beautiful Szechuan pepper shrub -- what is the recipe for the pesto? 

Pd: Thank you, Jo! 

AM: lovely to see ELL again, and you, Jo 

LB: Super inspiring, Jo! 

DL: :jo, it would be really good to have access to orchard garden training... 

KP: So good go hear your change of life Martin Aalbrecht. Inspiering indeed! Love from Sweden. 

Ss: What was the online course she just mentioned please? 

Ss: 🙏 

RA: Hi Jo and all from Rowan now in Herefordshire but once in the London Borough of Haringey! 
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RA: Thanks Jo! I left Haringey in 1995 so must go back to Finsbury Park to see some of your good 
work! 

TR: So heartening to see the impact you've had on urban lives and landscapes! 

TR: Awesome to see what can be grown in dense urban spaces 

TR: Jo Homan is the David Attenborough of urban food forests. When are you getting your own TV 
show? 

DL: Thank you Jo! 

RC: wonderful impact! Thank you for the presentation 

SB: Thanks! 

ES: Jo will be avaliable for Q&A at 15:00 BST today as part of our 'Urban Forest Gardens' live Q&A. 
Please write your questions in that sessions Q&A. 

DR: Great presentations Jo, especially how ELL has benefited the wider community. 

AR: Brilliant, so much plant inspiration. Thank you! 

LA: Awesome presentation! 

LA: @Jo which method did you use for soil analyses? 

RV: Wonderful Jo!! I'm happy to meet you and ELL garden. I woke up very early to watch and enjoy 
your presentation. Thank you! 

 


